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The Magic Show Book
Have some extra change rattling around in your pocket? Need a new party trick? Coin Magic: The Complete Book of
Coin Tricks is your go-to reference for astonishing any audience—friends, family, people on the street, or even strangers
sitting in a theater seat seeing your first public performance. Everyone will be amazed by your ability to captivate and
charm. Originally published in the 1930s, this highly acclaimed coin magic book from master of manipulation Jean
Hugard is still a leading authority today for magicians everywhere. Whether you’re an active professional magician
looking to add to your repertoire or just someone learning tricks for fun, this classic book is a comprehensive collection of
coin magic—with more than one hundred tips and tricks to help you master the craft of illusion and sleight of hand.
Additionally, this book includes dozens of illustrations to guide readers through tricks, making them much easier for them
to grasp visually. Included with this edition is a brand new foreword written by award-winning coin magician and expert on
twentieth-century coin magic technique David Roth, making this edition of Coin Magic the quintessential authority on the
subject.
While &quote;magic&quote; has lots of meanings to different people, for our purposes here in this all new exciting and
interesting book, 71+10 Magic Tricks for Children, it is referred to as the art of illusion or the process of making
something appear to be happening that actually isn't. So children, if you have been wondering what's so unique and
special about the world of Magic and harnessing an earnest desire in your hearts to become a Magician -- here are some
amazing secrets or exclusive tips to perform various types of Magical Tricks described in the book. With these secrets or
tips, you can not only excel in performing the tricks explained in the book, but also create some new ones on your own
with the skills, techniques and knowledge gained from the book and of course, a bit of your imagination!The salient
features of the book include - How to get started in the world of Magic Basic Tips for Beginners Famous Magicians of the
world and their Contributions Mesmerise your family, friends and teachers with 71 Simple and Amazing Magic Tricks to
read, understand and then perform Ten most appealing and outstanding Tricks in ColourThe book with all its unique
features mentioned above and much more will fascinate all its readers, particularly the children, who are thrilled and
enjoy the most, while watching a magic show. And now, when they know how to perform a magic, or the secret behind
performing a magic - the book will become all the more interesting and worth reading!
Several magic tricks are featured in a show.
After escaping from the elves and the General, Claire is on the run again with the last person she’d thought she’d end
up with— Farron. Shadowy forces are nipping at their heels, and soon they are attacked. But they have bigger worries. An
old friend of Farron’s shows up: a beautiful woman with a mark shockingly similar to her own. As it turns out, she is not
alone. And the new woman isn’t exactly on their side. Claire is kidnapped and lands in the middle of Farron’s biggest
secret of all. Once again she is a prisoner and the people that surround her want to use her and her powers, people that
she doesn’t have the option of refusing. The wolves are circling, but to pick a side means giving up everything she holds
dear. Book two of the Cursed Magic Series.
Presents magic tricks to make using scissors, tape, and pages of this book.
When preparing for a magic show, Anna and her friends find a talent for trouble instead in the eighth book of this “fastpaced, fun, and funny” (Megan McDonald, bestselling author of the Judy Moody series) illustrated chapter book series
about the joys and challenges of elementary school friendships. Anna, Sadie, and Isabel develop an interest in magic
tricks when their frenemy Justin mystifies them with a cool card trick but refuses to tell them how he did it. Determined to
figure it out for themselves, the girls set out for the best place to find answers—the library!—ready to learn every magic trick
in the book. But magic isn’t as easy as it appears, even with a book of instructions. When Anna goes to her neighbor
Mrs. Shirley for advice, she finds out that while Mrs. S doesn’t know any magic tricks herself, her very favorite birthday
party ever was a magician show where the magician pulled a rabbit out of a hat. With the neighborhood potluck
coinciding with Mrs. Shirley’s seventy-sixth birthday, Anna and her friends decide to practice their own magic act to
perform for her, but a whole slew of mix-ups ensue as they try to puzzle out how the tricks are done and how to figure out
Justin’s secret, too. Can Anna and her friends perform some magic and get the mix-ups under control before—presto—it’s
showtime?
Get ready for an exciting fairy adventure with the no. 1 bestselling series for girls aged 5 and up. Jack Frost has stolen
the Showtime Fairies' magic stars, which means everyone is losing their special talent! Can Rachel and Kirsty get the
stars back before the Tippington Variety Show is ruined? 'These stories are magic; they turn children into readers!'
ReadingZone.com Read all seven fairy adventures in the Showtime Fairies set! Madison the Magic Show Fairy; Leah the
Theatre Fairy; Alesha the Acrobat Fairy; Darcey the Dance Diva Fairy; Amelia the Singing Fairy; Isla the Ice Star Fairy;
Taylor the Talent Show Fairy. If you like Rainbow Magic, check out Daisy Meadows' other series: Magic Animal Friends
and Unicorn Magic!
Have you ever wanted you to be a magician? David does, and when his birthday arrives, his dad gives him a wonderful magic
book that helps him in understanding and learning how to do amazing magic tricks. With the magic words: Bim, bam, bom, the
magician has come! and the help of his assistant, his sister Ana, David will amaze more than one with the great illusions he
creates. And David and Ana not only do tricks, but they also have a big heart and when they learn a boy needs a heart transplant
to be able to play with other kids, they decide to help him in raising the money for his surgery, using their magic to collect funds.
Will they be able to reach their goal? What kind of magic tricks do they do? Be prepared to amaze yourself with the magic of these
magicians in the greatest magic trick.
The night Claire Tanith’s small village is attacked, her mother sends her alone into the cursed forest, the one she’d been
forbidden to enter all her life with these mysterious words: ‘They will protect you.’ On the run from her attackers, she soon finds
the forest is not as abandoned as she’d once thought. Beautiful and elegant, the elves seem to be everything the legends said
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they would be. But legends sometimes forget the true history of things and Claire’s eyes are soon opened to a world she never
knew. One that has been kept from her for most of her life. All Claire wants to do is return home and start looking for her mother,
the only family she ever had. But the elves have different plans. The mysterious mark that appeared on her arm isn’t a curse, at
least not to them anyway, and before she knows it, she is whisked away on a mission she never agreed to, unless they help her in
return. Now she is stuck on an adventure with the perverted elf, Aeron, and one with an attitude, Farron. But there is more to this
adventure than she’d ever hoped for.
PUT ON A MAGIC SHOW!There are many books that teach magic tricks, giving good explanations of how they are to be done.
But magic involves more than knowing how to perform tricks. Magic is theater, meant to be performed before an audience.The
purpose of this book is not only to teach you some wonderful tricks, but also to help you learn how to put on a good magic show. In
this section, you' ll find advice on planning and staging the show, along with some tips on how to be a good magician. In the three
chapters that follow, you'll find eighteen great tricks, arranged in a way that will make it easy for you to put together a terrific show.
Teaches how to do tricks involving pockets, silks, tubes, numbers, and miscellaneous magic.
Master magician Henry Gordon returns to share his bag of tricks with kids of all ages. Includes an instruction book, a fake thumb, a
silk scarf, Mobius paper, a magic wand, four envelopes, a coin purse, a deck of Svengali cards, three foam balls, two dice and a
rope. Color illustrations throughout.
You don’t need a white tiger, expensive props, or hours of preparation to do magic. With a little practice, some clever misdirection
(which lays at the heart of all magic tricks), and showmanship, you can surprise family, friends, and coworkers using a few
everyday items! If you’re looking to saw a beautiful women in half or make buildings disappear, we’re sorry, but this book isn’t
you. But if you want to act out little miracles that you can perform on the spur of the moment with items that are usually within
reach, then Magic For Dummies can show you how. Magic For Dummies features more than 90 easy-to-perform deceptions,
illusions, and sleights of hand for any event or occasion. You’ll discover how to perform entertaining card tricks, coin tricks,
disappearing acts, as well as the always-popular mind reading trick. You’ll even see how easy it is to make money disappear as
well as melt a saltshaker! Chock-full of show-stopping tricks, Magic For Dummies will: Get you started with easy-to-learn magic
tricks Let you turn a restaurant into a your stage with tricks that include utensils, mugs, and even food Show you how to use a
deck of cards to perform endless magic tricks Make you the life of the party with tricks such as “Call This Number,” “The Strength
Test,” and “The Phantom Photo” Get you out of tough situations by giving you ten things to say when things go wrong Filled with
photos, patter, and presentation tips for every trick in the book, Magic For Dummies offers a great opportunity to become familiar
with some of the coolest magic tricks ever performed. With the help of author David Pogue and the stunning tricks contributed by
thirty-five of America’s top professional magicians, you’ll be leaving your friends, family, and coworkers spellbound at your
mastery of the mystical arts.
Learn the secret of magic and put on your own astounding magic show with these 20 step-by-step magic tricks to try at home The
Children's Book of Magic demystifies the mystical by tracing the history of magic from ancient Egypt to the present day exploring
the secrets behind some of the greatest magicians from Harry Houdini to Albertus Magnus. From coin tricks to sleight of hand The
Children's Book of Magic explains the best magic tricks for kids through engaging step-by-step sequences helping you master the
perfect trick. With 8 schools of magic and 20 magic tricks inside, you'll learn how to cut a person in half, make objects levitate or
even disappear! You'll be well on your way to becoming the world's best magician and putting on your very own magic show! Dive
in and discover amazing magic tricks from the secrets of sleight of hand to captivating card tricks and the mysteries of misdirection
for your own magic show.
Misdirection in it's simplest sense is diverting an audience members attention away from the secret action. Any magician can
improve their magic and overall effectiveness by learning the principles of misdirection. What you will learn ... ... why magicians
use misdirection. ... when to use misdirection. ... the principles of misdirection. ... the different types of misdirection used by
magicians. ... how to use misdirection with different types of magic. ... the correct timing for misdirection. ... why misdirection
works. Misdirection is a form of deception in which the attention of an audience is focused on one thing in order to distract its
attention from another. Managing the audience's attention is the aim of all magicians. Misdirection is uses by magicians to
manipulate the audience's perceptions. This leads them to draw false conclusions. Misdirection is about making sure that your
spectators do not see things you do not want them to see.
Izzy wizzy, let's get busy! Bring Sooty and Sweep to life in these fun interactive hand puppet books. Help Sooty wow the crowd
with his famous Magic Show, then lend Sweep a hand as he prepares a super surprise! Age 3+
This book that takes the reader from knowing zero about magic to being able to do a whole show for their family and friends. Along
the way they will learn some cool tricks to show their friends in school, find out how to do a PR stunt, film their own tricks, develop
their unique magician persona, and all the other secrets to making magic amazing. The reader will be offered an array of trick
options, from openers to finales, from which to build their own tailored show, depending on their favourite style of magic and stage
of learning.
Travis and the Magic Show is a book about a 4th grader who loves the art of magic. One day, he's pleasantly surprised to hear
that his school will be holding its first annual talent show. Travis is excited and wants to make his teacher, principal, and good
friend proud, but will he rise to the occasion, or will Travis freeze in fear?
Become a master magician with Professor Murphy's Magic Show box set. With over 125 easy-to-learn tricks and tips, put on a
mesmerizing magic show to wow your friends and family! Includes a pack of playing cards, 6 magic cards, 4 mind-reading discs, 3
ropes, 4 balls, 3 cups, a magic wand and an 80-page instruction book.
"Finally, a book that brings the art of magic into the 21st century!"—Rick Merrill, 2006 World Champion of Magic "Every 10 or 20
years a book comes along that introduces a whole new generation to the art and craft of magic. This is it!"—Stan Allen, Editor-inChief of Magic Magazine The Book: A book of powerful secrets. How to master the art of direction. Perfect the Sid Lorraine force,
essential to card tricks. Harness PATEO to read minds. Learn skills like the false transfer, palm switch, big-action-covers-the-smallaction, and more. Above all, how to create an emotional hook so that, in the fleeting moment when an effect occurs, magic truly
happens, revealing the world to be a place of boundless wonder. Dazzle your friends. Impress a date like never before. Confound
your kids, or better yet, confound your parents. Magic shows you how to master over 100 effects that are simple to learn and
guaranteed to astonish. The DVD: Included with Magic is an entertaining 132-minute DVD featuring 35 effects performed and
taught in great detail, with particular emphasis on rhythm and action and the nuances of timing and direction. The author: Joshua
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Jay was crowned champion at the World Magic Seminar in 1998, when he was still a teenager. He's performed and lectured in
over 50 countries, is a headliner at the Magic Castle in Hollywood, and writes a monthly column in MAGIC, the leading magazine
for magicians. His website is www.joshuajay.com.
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Magic Show demonstrates how visual artists adopt the perception-shifting tactics of the theatrical magician to explore questions of
creative agency, the power of suggestion, and the fragility of belief. Artists, like magicians, manipulate and mystify not simply for
entertainment, but to redress fundamental relationships within the social, political or cultural realm. This richly illustrated book, with
over 100 colour reproductions, contains essays that elaborate on the intersections between art and magic by Jonathan Allen and
Sally O'Reilly, as well as texts on each of the 24 featured artists. It also contains new writing on arcane images and esoteric ideas
from the cultural history of magic by Simon During, Brigitte Felderer, Peter Lamont, Pierre Taillefer, Helen Varola and Marina
Warner; a fold-out collation of texts and images exploring the dynamics of magic, art and power; and an illustrated selection of
curious props and off-beat ephemera from the world of theatrical magic.
Kreg Yingst's first book containing 52 black and white magic linocuts humorously depicting illusions and tricks.
Pat is going to be the surprise magician at Meera's party, but he's having trouble with his magic tricks. Will the Amazing Patini be
ready in time for the show?
Featuring state-of-the-art paper engineering and printing, a self-performing book of illusion features twelve no-fail interactive tricks
that can be reset by the reader with or without learning the secrets of the illusions. Tour.
It's a collection of fun, cute, and amusing magicians, magician's tools or magic show related objects - ideal for kids ages 2-6 but
also works for big kids, teens, elderly and older adults are fond of magic and magic shows. Inside This Book Large 8.5 x 11 inch
pages Single sided Sheets Coloring books make great gifts! Get yours today!
Abracadabra! Boys and girls ages 3 to 7 will discover the magic of Nickelodeon’s Bubble Guppies as they perform magic tricks in
this Step 2 Reading leveled reader. Step 2 Readers use basic vocabulary and short sentences to tell simple stories. For children
who recognize familiar words and can sound out new words with help. This Nickelodeon Read-Along contains audio narration.
"The students of Room 26 are doing reports about the jobs they want to have when they grow up--and Humphrey the classroom
pet hamster helps aspiring magician Miranda show the class about her own dream job"-Abracadabra. Amaze friends and family with this pop-up magic show book. The Magic Show Book becomes part of the show as young
magicians use the book to make magic happen as they interact with props, pop-ups, and pull-tabs to perform card tricks, mind-reading
predictions, and much more. This is unlike any ordinary how-to book about magic. Wave The Magic Show Book's magic wand to conjure up a
spectacular show with easy-to-perform but sure to amaze illusions such as the classic pulling the rabbit from your hat trick and sawing a
(paper) lady in half. Young magicians can flip the book's special flaps to guide them through tricks, reading the hidden instructions to make
the act as seamless as possible. The audience never sees the notes and the paper engineering is part of the magic. Take the "magic
masterclass" to learn how to do amazing prop-based tricks with coins, cards, dice, and rope. After the show, pack up the wand and props in
the book's secure box to keep everything safe until the next routine. The Magic Show Book is a performance in a book.
Includes: Magic Tricks to Make and Do book; cards; rope; wand; various items for lots of magic tricks; instructions for making a magician's
top hat; and suggestions for putting on a magic show.
Allison and Daniel explore the world around them and amazed to see that science is everywhere. With little help from their mom Michelle and
their dad Jake, they experiment and learn, in a fun way, all about nature and science. In this book, Daniel and Allison, the Exploring Twins,
watch a magic show. They love it so much that their parents teach them a science-magic trick that they won't see in any magic show. This
book is suitable for kindergarten and elementary school-age kids (4-8 years old) to read by themselves or to read for them.
An elaborate 3-D pop-up book that not only presents a selection of magic tricks but the information and materials to do them yourself. Picture
book format, ages 8-10.
The ultimate book of magic for kids from a world-famous magician, complete with photographs for easy to follow instructions. From one of the
world's premier practitioners of classic magic, with years of experience instructing younger readers in the magical arts, comes this new
revision of his complete guide to learning and performing fantastic feats of prestidigitation. Acclaimed by the Los Angeles Times as "the text
that young magicians swear by," it's full of step-by-step instructions. More than 2,000 illustrations provide the know-how behind 300
techniques, from basic card tricks to advanced levitation, along with advice on planning and staging a professional-quality magic show.
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